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AN APPEAL TO AFRICAN WRITERS TO BE AFRICAN 

by Fr itz Pointer 

African literature is, first of all, that- Afri can. So, before 
we get into some perverted dialogue about what is African, thus rais
ing the question then, "what is African literature?", let us try with 
our feeble minds to understand that. I mean we seem to get too eas ily 
confused. So in fact, "African literature 1s, African literature". I 
think having said that, we can chance experimentation and speculative 
analysis. To begin with, I will offer a simple analogy recently printed 
by a contemporary of mine: Clarence Major states, "when you go to a 
restaurant and you ask for orange juice, you don't want apple juice , 
prune juice or orange jui ce "end. What you ask for 1s orange jufce, 
and that's what you want - Orange Juice:" What you might get is any 
vari ety or combination of beverages, but what you must keep in mind is 
your request for orange juice. As you are surely aware, there are 
any number of poss1b1 1it1es. These possibilities don't involve only the 
receiver of information, but also the giver . One must also consider 
whether or not your request for bevePage could not have been more speci
fic. For example, "Pure Orange Juice". The variables do begin to ex
tend and the possibi l ities increase , but you still know what you want, 
what you asked for • . In this case, we are concerned about African liter
ature , and it's what it Is. Willie Kgosltsfle is qui te In order when he 
states, "We must differentiate between African Art and art in Africa . 
let us clearly understand that what goes on in Africa is not always 
African." Here we have another poi nt of departure or variation on a 
theme, ff you will. Mr. Kgos1tsfle apparently has some knowledge about 
what goes on in Africa because he states so specifical ly when he says, 
"what goes on In Africa is not always African". I am reminded of an 
African proverb which states, "If you know the beginning well, the end 
will not trouble you. • The meaning of all this will become progressively 
clear or confused , depending on your perspective, as we move along. Let 
us for just a brief moment recall lour analogy of the "orange j ui ce" and 
clearly couch It In the context of African Literature. Can I be so 
bold as to suggest that the juice that comes from oran9es can rightly be 
termed "orange juice"? Well now you might say, that's not necessarily 
so, given modern tech-no-logical methods of "intravenous citrus fruit 
feeding", but we know that doesn't re.ally hold water. Here we have In
troduced an el ement of some kind of, what we might term- "medi cinal 
meddling". I guess you can begin to see where I'm going from here -
and you're perfectly right; I most definitely will go there. This 
brings us very evenly to Willie's point about what goes on in Africa. 
Glven·a proper hfstor l sal perspective, we can eas fl y: surmfse the kind 
of Injections into the African experience that would allow one to ac
t ually sit down and discuss or attempt to discuss, If In fact, there 
Is such a thing as African literature . And even more, to rai se such 
heavy and debatable questions as : "Can African Literature written fn 
the English l anguage be considered African?" Or, "what standards or 
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criteria of evaluation can or do we use?" Or, "what is the historical 
significance of nigga's' writing?" That is, how many teeth are spark
ling and cheeks alfght because there are 5 or 10 new African novelists 
(no doubt) or writers; therefore, history has happened to the "Dark 
Continent" again and there's ground for believing there's been another 
giant step for mankind, and once pre-literate nigga's' can perform the 
very arduous task, the very awesome, progressive, necessarily human 
task of-----look out! writing------------bravo! Bravo! BRAVO! 
-----the nigga's can actually write fairly well-written novels, I tell 
you. Oh heavens no! Nothing like Hemingway, Faulkner, Hardy, Joyce 
and other faggots, but at least the missionary effort was not totally 
in vain (who said that?). Saw some Ghanian niggas doing Hamlet no less 
..•• ooooooowe. Now this I'm sure tells you something about what's go
ing on in Africa hence something, too, about what's coming out of her. 
There's another African proverb that fits appropriately right here, 
particularly if we recall our theme. It states, "Imitation is the 
highest form of flattery." And, I'm sure Europe feels good about its 
African English novelist. In fact, there is a survey and anthology 
edited by Anne Tibble entitled African English Literature. I think it 
might have been more realistically worded, from her perspective, En
glish African, and have got away with more. But let's not get hung up 
there. Fanon makes the point about the Antilles negro, quite ubiqui
tous as far as the African experience 1s concerned, that "The Negro of 
the Antilles will be proportionately whiter- -that is, he will come 
closer to being a real human being--in direct ratio to his mastery of 
the French language ... A man who has a language consequently possesses 
the world expressed and implied by that language." That's on page 18 
of Fanon's Black Skin, White Haske, which people like Achebe would do 
well to read. You see this kind of weak-minded individualistic, alien
ated or alienatinq artist, even if that term artist is ·deserving, be
longs to the crumbling era of slavery and colonial domination. Quot-
ing Kgositsileagain he states that: "African Freedom is about Change; 
the destruction of Western values at all levels; the rebuilding of the 
African soul; the reshaping of our attitudes . • .• " Now, you see, ap
parent complexities set in as we extend and elaborate an established 
phenomenon, that African Literature is, in fact, African literature. 
What has happened here is the introduction of another primary variable-
more specifically, the question of freedom, yes, you heard me, FREE
DOH. You see, Black people, Africans all, we are not yet free. This 
is 1970. Thirty years from a new century, and this writer is obsessed 
with African freedom or Black freedom, for those metaphoric nigga's 
who still don't know who they are--some even with Red Books in their . 
hip pocket, but let's not go there. "African Freedom is about change ••• " 
Definition: African Literature is about change. A very important con
cept, something like "the permanency of the revolution". Or, as Ameer 
Baraka says, "the only constant in the world is change.• Change! 
Change! Change! The only obligation a slave has is to free himself--
by-any-means-necessary-kind of change. That means that these orso 
cookie negro/whi-tey writers talking some stupid nonsense about "I 
don't want to be considered a Black writer, I'm just a writer" are 

I 
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just the kind of sel l-outs Mari Evans talks about in his poem Black 
Jam for Dr, Negro which goes: 

l'lltlin me in off the corner ~o W<Uh my face an 

cut my a.fro tum 

my collar 

1o1h1m that aint my 

thang I 

r.~alk heele firet 

nc .. l'OIIM an tilted 

my ancient 

eyee 

• 00 !IO'I.U' t"-g 

baby 

and it aint 

ehit ••• 

There's more , but I think we've adequately made the point. We've 
looked into the mirror too long, the image is the same. It's still you 
staring back at you. Achebe should know this. Brother Achebe, we know 
the scene, we know the scene, we know the scene--we look at ourselves. 
How many different reflections do you think we can get if we keep hold
ing up the same image? Hay I remind you , "Afri can Freedom is about 
Change .... " There are a 1 ot of writers who apparently are unaware of 
this, who are more interested in being published than talking to Black 
people. The problem might be in the medium. Don l. lee puts it this 
way: "Bl ack poets will live their poems; they, themselves, will be 
poems." Ho more measuring up. Ho more trying to be like unto. Ho 
more, "tt ' s my th1ng--1 can do what I want to do. " Our thang is the 
people's thang. I'll repeat that, "Our thang is the people's thang." 
It is for the people, Afrtcan people that you write (if you're Afri
can) , talk, or whatever you do. If 1t is for yourself, keep 1t to 
yourself. Europeans criticizing, judging, interpreting, establishing 
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the criteria for African Literature is silly and is considered as such 
by knowing Africans. And 1t's quite clear that we know. Once again 
the insight of W1llie Kgosits11e pierces us as he reminds us that, 
"Wfth the reemergence of Africa and the rest of the Third World on the 
stage of history, the same sinister forces pick the representatives 
of Africa creative endeavor in much the same way they pick some car
bon-copy Western monster for our political leadership.• Ltke I satd, 
we know. You see, this whole aspiration for literacy is in and of It
self a big hoax, another game being run on the people. Now you're go
ing to tell me that the overwhelming majority, the masses are liter
ate .•.. 1 Hell no! The masses of African People (in America and on 
the continent) are non-literate. Writing is something that a few have 
always done, like the painter, the lyricist, the preacher, the engineer 
(killer and locomotive), the presidents, the barbers, the carpenters , 
the bartenders , the janitors, the administrators, the writers are some
where in there along with other such musicians. I mean really, who 
writes? I mean, the writer writes? And if I can ease this tn, real
ly, who reads? I remember Chairman Bobby Seale , tn a couple of speech
es declared, "The masses of Black people do not (get that do not) 
read." In the context we're approaching, you'll better understand 
what I'm saying: 

THANKS GOD 

There are books that never get read 

tn time---or poems 

have you heard 

1t took a 

what to do kind of question 

Think about the wounds we inflict 

with word and pen 

the deaths ~ cause 

the same ever seen a poem stop a ,38? 

ktnd of a question 

if we know 

the how to do 

the what to do 

I 
• 
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that what it takes 

to the 

to die 

to lhe 

and how to die 

!.H. t my boo ta on 

Found my criteria in the 69' ed . 

Rarbrace College Handbook 

proper 

foot firet 

noting 

( , )pause, 

Stop! 

Using!! 

SO MANY! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 

ex-cta-111a-t1ons 

(,) pause-think 

about the deadly/period (.) 

or (;) that 

which stows you down to a whisper •••. 

••••. ••••••• and many m1ss1ng words •••• 

(the unsaid) 

Hay Scream in-- ---deed 

(the unheard) 

may crack you ear 
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Dru11 silently 

without punctuation 

I think we can just say we're having a brief discussion on the 
legitimacy of literacy. And conclude that discussion with a quote 
from m¥ Uncle Thabo that "In an Armed Struggle, Documentation of Ideas 
is a form of suppression of knowledge. Unless that is you're not in
terested in living your poems or whatever you write--you writers and 
readers that is. As I said before, this so-called aspiration for lit
eracy is, today, a big hoax, another game being run on the people. 
Specifically Indicative of thfs is the pausity of Black students in 
universities and colleges fn this country. The reason being gfven 
that "they have problems communicating." And believe me this is true 
of more than just the U.S.A. Black people the world over are syste
matically dented university and college (and fn many instances, hfgh 
school) education for any number of reasons, among the primary befng 
communication; the ffrst, of course, being our not having wielded suf
ficient power. Communication, of course, being defined as literacy . 
Not to mention the relevance of EUropean education to Black lfberatfon 
anyhow kind of a question. You see, tfed Into this whole notion of 
LI-ter-a-ture is that of literacy and its historical significance, par
ticularly for African people. 

On the Question of Oral Lf terature 

A paradox to begin with, since literature Is usually thought of 
as writings in prose or verse. Traditionally, western society has 
classified or categorized pre-literate people as prfmltlve,a term which 
has very negative and dehumanizing connotations regardless of Its anthro
pological and/or historical definition, which Is most often applied to 
people of African origin. Historically, African people have an oral 
tradition, and oral literature is still alfve and well--right here-
right now. It lives and will always llve--I know because, "I heard it 
through the grapevine . " All people have oral literature--and some non
people. Yet Europeans persist in trying to establish written litera
ture as the o"Zy literature. Oral literature, In contrast to written 
literature where the author may both live and work in an Isolated way- -
a kind of individuation of literature. It fs of utmost Importance for 
Black writers today to be constantly reminded of their very Isolated 
and to a large extent esoteric audience and the vicarious nature of 
their literacy transmis,ion to the masses of our people. Literacy again 
fs another device of Eur-rope-an hanging, another means of screening 
people out of their definition of humanity, while they have the power. 
and we persist In pe~ttttng them to define. You see, our problem ts 
not that we don't write enough, but that we're enslaved. Now some 
Idiot 1s going to Intellectualize here, and say: "well a part of the 
reason we're enslaved Is because we don't write enough ." Well •• ••.• • • 
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rather than get into a thing on that at this point, I'll just repeat, 
"ever seen a poem stop a .38?8 let us understand the purpose of lan
guage, which ts to communicate, That's all, no more and no less, 
just simply that--to communicate. l 1ke •• . •• what leRoi Jones says in 
his •Introduction• to Pour Black Revolutionary P~e. "What can I tell 
you about the world that you don't already know. Nothing. You know 
everything. You are everybody . You thought it up before I said it. 
Sure . You knew it all the time. So why even bother to read the plays? 
Just go on with the bullshit you call your life. Unless you're kil 
ling white people, killing the shft they've built, don't read this 
shft, you won't like it, and it sure won't like you." How ••• did you 
listen or did you read--kind of question. 

The nature of the question dictates the kind of answer that will 
be given. The question "is Oral literature, literature?" really 
answers itself when asked of an African. Or, let's ask another kind of 
question, "is African African"? let us not belabor the point, Ameer 
Baraka (leRoi Jones) both writes and speaks African literature--ever 
heard him? Wole Soyinka writes and speaks African literature, and 
what's more, he listens as he writes: 

ALAGENO 

I heard! I felt their reach 

The pit ie there, the digger fell right through 

Hy :roots have ccm11 out in the other world. 

Hake QI,)Qy . Agemo 'e hoops 

A.re patn.laye of the eun. 

Th• b1aon of carttJhe~t le at my !Jaiet! 

P~trmant in the etrsa~~ of tinle--NotJ, 

CoM, cmd R11re the l"utw-11 

Hake wy. Let the river• woo 

The thinning, thinning Here and 

Ya11~hed Leap that we the Night 

And tn11 11ptit that snatched the heatiJI-Zi<:lcUn 
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She-Mn into &wn. 

No ~Bat-beads droop beneath 

The plough-t.ri.ng• of the haJJI<. 

No be6tl6 findS a hote be~en Agemo'• tOBs. 

WhBn the ~hirUJind clap• hie fget 

It ie thB sundering of the .•. name no ills . . • 

Of ••• the Not-to-be 

Of the moigtening moment of a breath ••• 

Approach. Approach and feel 

Did I not ept~ak? Is therg not ftegh 

B6~86n the dead man's thumbs? 

-. 

One would have to conclude that Mr. Soyfnka's pen fs very vocal. Afri
can literature fs, fn fact, what ft fs- you'll know ft when you see ft ... 
or hear ft. Fanon speaks adequately of that aspiration for humanity via 
1 fterature and/or 1 fteracy when he states: "Still fn terms of con
sciousness, black consciousness fs eminent fn its own eyes. I am not 
a potentiality of something; I am wholly what I am. I do not have to 
look for the universal. No probability has any place inside me . My 
Negro consciousness does not hold itself out as a lack. It fs. It fs 
fts own follower." Lfkewfse African literature fs not a potentiality 
of something; ft fs wholly what ft fs . .. has heen .•• ano will be. Through 
all the bullshft literature we are fnstftutfonally fed ... we can be satis
fied with pretending fn order to keep a few crumbs coming or we can 
attack and destroy this institutional non-sense for the shit it is. 
This paper fs a plea to African writers to "tell ft like it fs", be
cause African literature fs, and can~ be, African writers talking 
with and to African people. 

* * * * * * 

FRITZ H. POINTER, a graduate of creighton University, 
received his BA in English in l966. Re is now an ~ 
candidat6 at the UCLA African Studies Center. 
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